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Abstract—There is an increasing demand for large format detector arrays with large bandwidths and high antenna efficiencies for future THz astronomical radiometric applications. For direct detection instruments, it is also desired to have antennas with dual polarization reception in order to increase the received power from incoherent sources, thereby improving the observing speed of the instrument. The main goal of this work is the validation of the incoherent detection of two orthogonal polarizations by a leaky lens antenna, coupled to a single Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detector (MKID). Depending on the absorbed power over a distributed transmission line, the resonant frequency of the MKID changes. The proposed antenna is composed of two crossed leaky wave slots feeding a silicon extended hemispherical lens. The slots are coupled to four aluminum (Al) coplanar waveguide (CPW) lines that incoherently absorb the incoming THz radiation. The antenna and the power corresponding CPW lines are embedded inside the MKID, allowing an efficient radiation detection at THz frequencies where no lossless superconductors are available. The proposed dual-polarized device absorbs power incrementally over four different CPWs incoherently and is therefore simulated in reception (deriving a plane-wave response) similarly to what is done in distributed absorbers. We compare numerically and experimentally the proposed dual-polarized leaky lens coupled MKID and its single polarization counterpart and show that the dual polarized device receives twice as much power as the single-polarized one. Eventually, the dual-polarized device, when used with air-bridges, provides the same angular selectivity and twice the throughput of the single-polarized one.

Index Terms—dual-polarization, incoherent detectors, lens antennas

I. INTRODUCTION

The next generation mm and sub-mm wave instruments systems for astronomy and cosmology include wide-field mapping with large-FoV survey telescopes and deep mapping from large-aperture, small FoV, telescopes such as the Large Millimeter Telescope (LMT). For space applications, efficient radiation coupling at super THz frequencies is needed in combination with extremely high sensitivities and dual polarized radiation detection [1]. Additionally, Focal Plane Arrays (FPAs) with thousands of detectors are required. Microwave Kinetic Inductance Detectors (MKIDs), originally proposed by Day et. al. in 2003 [2], have allowed the construction of large scale, mm-wave imaging instruments with high multiplexing factors and limited complexity and cost. A good example is the lumped element KID based NIKA2 instrument on the IRAM 30m telescope [3]. For the highest sensitivities and sub-mm/THz instruments the lens-antenna coupled MKID’s have the advantage that the radiation coupling and the detector sensitivity can be optimized independently. The most widely used configuration is the double slot antenna coupled MKID, which typically operates over a narrow bandwidth with a single polarization. An example is the device described in [4] that operates at 850 GHz with extremely high sensitivities, achieving a measured noise equivalent power (NEP) of $\approx 3 \times 10^{-19}$ W/$\sqrt{\text{Hz}}$. A 961 pixel detector was constructed based upon this device with an identical sensitivity [5] using a dedicated microwave readout system to read-out all detectors simultaneously using frequency division multiplexing at microwave frequencies [6]. This system meets the sensitivity requirement for future imaging instruments on board of a space-based observatory with a cryogenically cooled telescope, such as SPICA-SAFARI and the Origins Space Telescope (OST). However, it operates at a limited bandwidth and low frequency. The aforementioned observatories will require detectors operating in the 1-10 THz frequency band, and, for SPICA-SAFARI, an input bandwidth of about one octave: for example, the low frequency band from SAFARI is defined from 1.4 THz to 2.7 THz [7]. For such wide bandwidths, log spiral [8] or sinuous antennas [9] based lenses, [10] have been proposed, but they are difficult to fabricate with distributed feeding lines at
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such high frequencies. Recently a leaky slot based antenna solution was proposed providing a bandwidth up to 1:10 at a frequency range of 0.15 – 1.5 THz with a very good agreement between the simulated and measured antenna beam patterns [11]. Improving the lens illumination efficiency and changing the detector materials has led to a single polarized THz version of the leaky-lens antenna coupled KID [12] with a bandwidth of an octave. A photograph of this device is shown in Fig.1a.

All these previous antenna concepts receive only a single polarization from an incoherent source. The reception of two orthogonal linear polarizations will further increase the sensitivity. To this end a dual-polarized leaky lens based solution was proposed in [13].

![Photographs of the fabricated single (a) and dual-polarized (b) leaky slot coupled KID devices.](image)

In this contribution, we present the simulated and measured angular response and normalized optical throughput of a dual-polarized leaky-wave coupled MKID, shown in Fig.1b, and compared it to its single-polarized version. We show, experimentally and theoretically, that the dual polarized device absorbs twice the amount of power from an incoherent, thermal calibration source than its single-polarized version. We will also show that the dual polarized detector receives the power in four different coplanar waveguide (CPW) lines incoherently. To be able to do this we analyze the detector response and beam pattern in reception via a plane wave illumination, similarly to what is presented in [14] for distributed absorbers. Using this analysis, we show that the moderate directivity of the current device can be fully mitigated by using air-bridges over the four absorbing CPW lines.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we briefly describe the design parameters of the single and dual-polarized leaky lens-antenna coupled MKIDs and present the simulated angular response and simulated normalized optical throughput of the single and dual-polarized detector designs. The single-polarized device is used later in the text as a benchmark for the performance comparison. Section III describes the design and fabrication of the lens-antenna coupled MKID. Section IV explains the measurement setup used to evaluate the device performances briefly and describes the measurement results performed at 1.55 THz to validate the plane wave response of the dual-polarized detector, the estimated throughput and the factor of two increased in detected power with respect to the single polarized device. The conclusions and the future improvements are given in Section V.

II. ANTENNA OPTICAL PERFORMANCE

The dual-polarized antenna is a replica of the configuration presented in [13] scaled to a frequency band from 1.4 THz to 2.8 THz and coupled to two orthogonal CPW lines instead of micro-strips. The choice for planar CPW lines is motivated by fabrication constraints. The dielectric required for hosting a micro-strip would introduce a high loss and noise in the MKID degrading its performance at these frequencies.

![Geometrical design parameters of the dual-polarized leaky antenna together with the CPW lines.](image)

A sketch of the dual-polarized leaky antenna geometry can be seen in Fig.2a, whereas Fig.2b shows the crossing slots and the CPW lines whereas. The entire structure is fabricated from a 75 nm thick layer of aluminum on top of a 1 μm membrane of SiN with a dielectric permittivity of 7. Fig.2c shows the integrated extended hemispherical silicon lens with its geometrical parameters. The lens is coated with a parylene layer...
A. Detector Plane Wave Response

We first start with the evaluation of the angular response of the single-polarized and dual-polarized leaky lens antennas. The schematics of the simulated antenna geometries are shown in Fig.3. The single-polarized leaky slot antenna consists of only one slot and it has been simulated in transmission using CST MWS [15] since it is a single mode antenna. Therefore, it can be modeled using a lumped port located at the center of the slot, exciting an equivalent current distribution associated with only the differential CPW mode (the common mode will only alter the cross-polarization at large angles as shown in [11]). The dual-polarized device, on the other hand, is composed by two crossing leaky slots together with two crossing CPW lines (Fig.2b). We simulate the dual-polarized device in reception by means of launching plane waves with different incidence angles up to \( \theta = 20 \text{ deg} \) with a step of \( \Delta \theta = 2.5 \text{ deg} \) in four \( \phi \)-cuts. Each \((\theta, \phi)\) point includes two orthogonal polarized plane waves, \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), with the same amplitude \( E_0 \). After each CST simulation, we calculate the total power absorbed in all the central lines of the four CPW’s combined, \( P_{abs,CPW}^{p_1} \). The central lines are simulated with the measured sheet resistance of the actual 75 nm thick aluminum film \( (\rho_s = 1.125 \times 10^{-8} \text{ \Omega m}, R_s = 0.15 \Omega) \). The total length of each CPW line is 1.25 mm, long enough to absorb all THz power. Power absorbed in the ground plane will not be sensed by the MKID detector and is therefore treated as loss.

We evaluate the angular power pattern, \( F_n(\theta, \phi) \) [14] of the antenna coupled detector by repeating this step for all incident angles. The angular power response is normalized to the power absorbed in CPW lines for the broadside plane wave incidence and can be evaluated as follows:

\[
F_n(\theta, \phi) = \frac{P_{abs,CPW}^{p_1}(\theta, \phi) + P_{abs,CPW}^{p_2}(\theta, \phi)}{P_{abs,CPW}^{p_1}(0,0) + P_{abs,CPW}^{p_2}(0,0)}
\]

(1)

The CPW lines have been simulated with a slightly different resistance and a shorter length than fabricated. The length in the simulation was chosen to reach a -10dB power absorption and reduce the simulation time.

Figure 4a shows the comparison of the angular responses obtained from single-polarized leaky (SPL) lens evaluated in Tx (transmission), shown by the solid curves, and the dual-polarized leaky (DPL) antenna coupled KID device evaluated in Rx (reception), shown by dots, in four \( \phi \)-planes. As it can be seen from the figure, although the beams along the slot axes \( (\varphi = 45, 135 \text{ deg}) \) are comparable between the single and dual-polarized devices, the dual-polarized patterns have significantly wider beam response than the single-polarized ones on the axes defined along KID lines \( (\varphi = 0, 90 \text{ deg}) \). The difference is due to the fact that the dual polarized device responds incoherently to both the common and differential modes that can propagate in the CPW. The effect becomes more significant for larger angles. In order to reduce this effect, we simulated the same geometry but including metallic air-bridges [16] along the CPW lines, as highlighted in Fig.3c. The angular beam response including the air-bridges for the dual-polarized antenna is shown in Fig. 4b. With the suppression of the common mode via the air-bridges, the angular responses of the single- and dual-polarized devices become similar in all \( \phi \)-planes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L_{slot} )</td>
<td>0.602 mm</td>
<td>( w_{gap}^{cw} )</td>
<td>1.2 ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_{slot} )</td>
<td>0.173 mm</td>
<td>( s_{airbridge} )</td>
<td>15 ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>15(^\circ)</td>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>1.55 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>6 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>0.31R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_{gap}^{cw} )</td>
<td>0.8 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>( h_m )</td>
<td>23 ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The CPW lines have been simulated with a slightly different resistance and a shorter length than fabricated. The length in the simulation was chosen to reach a -10dB power absorption and reduce the simulation time.
where $B(v,T_s) = \frac{v^2}{c^2} \frac{2h}{\pi v^4 T_s - 1}$ is the source Brightness with $k_B$ being the Boltzmann’s constant and $h$ is Plank’s constant, $H(v)$ is the transmission coefficient of the filter stack, $A_{eff}(v) = A_{lens} \eta_{ap}(v)$ is the effective area of the detector, and $F_n(v,\theta,\phi)$ the normalized antenna angular response as defined in (1). After some algebraic steps and introducing the efficiencies described in [14] and summarized in (5-7 below), (2) becomes:

$$P_{abs}^{TS}(v) = B(v,T_s)\lambda^2 H(v) \frac{\eta_{ap}(v)\eta_{so}(v)}{\eta_f(v)}$$

where the last term in the equation:

$$\frac{\Delta \Omega}{\lambda^2} = \frac{\eta_{ap}(v)d\Omega(v)}{\eta_f(v)}$$

is referred as normalized throughput or number of the modes of the system [17] (note that in this definition $\frac{\Delta \Omega}{\lambda^2}$ will be equal to 0.5 and 1 for a single and dual polarized antenna, respectively). The definition in (4) is valid for any kind of absorber or antenna. For single mode and single polarized antenna, this normalized throughput becomes $\frac{\Delta \Omega}{\lambda^2} = \frac{1}{2} \eta_{rad}\eta_{so}$ as described in [14], [4], except for the fact of 2. Therefore, in [4], [13] and [18] the term $\frac{\Delta \Omega}{\lambda^2}$ is called the optical coupling efficiency $\eta_{ap}$ since it is always smaller than 1. In case of multi-mode detectors, the normalized throughput can be larger than one [14], which makes the use of the term optical efficiency improper.

The three key detector efficiencies in (4) can be evaluated from the CST plane wave simulations described previously as follows:

- The antenna aperture efficiency, which relates the power absorbed at broadside to the incident power, can be evaluated as follows:

$$\eta_{ap} = \frac{P_{abs,CPW}^{TS}(0,0) + P_{abs,CPW}^{TS}(0,0)}{P_{in}}$$

Where $P_{in} = 2\frac{|E_0|^2}{2\zeta_0} A_{lens}$ with $A_{lens} = \pi R_{lens}^2$. Here $\zeta_0$ is the free space wave impedance. The factor 2 in $P_{in}$ is included because $P_{abs}^{TS}$ in (3) is defined using the Brightness expression for two polarizations. This results in a maximum aperture efficiency of 1 for an antenna with 2 polarizations, and ½ for one with a single polarization.

- The antenna focusing efficiency, which evaluates the enlargement of the angular response of the detector with respect to a diffraction limited beam, can be evaluated as follows:

$$\frac{\Delta \Omega}{\lambda^2} = \frac{\eta_{ap}(v)d\Omega(v)}{\eta_f(v)}$$

**The aperture spill over efficiency**, which evaluates the ratio of power coupled to the solid angle defined by the measurement setup (see [4]), is evaluated as follows:

$$\eta_{so} = \frac{2\pi}{\int_0^{\pi} \int_0^{\theta_s} P_n(v,\theta,\phi)\sin\theta d\theta d\phi}$$

It is important to note that all these efficiencies are evaluated using a reception analysis in case of multi-mode detectors.

We report the estimated values of these efficiencies and throughput in TABLE II for two source apertures with a solid polarized leaky (lines) and dual-polarized leaky (without air-bridges) lens antennas (dots).

![Figure 4](image-url)
angle of $\Omega_s = 3.6^\circ$ and $\Omega_z = 17.5^\circ$ associated with the measurement setup. This setup will be discussed in detail in section IV. The throughput has been calculated for the single-polarized device as well as the dual-polarized device with and without the air-bridges.

According to our estimations the normalized throughput for the small angle setup is about 0.07 and 0.15 for the single and dual-polarized devices, respectively. Therefore, this result shows that the received power is twice as much for the dual-polarized device. However, for the large angle setup, one can see that the difference in throughput between the two designs is much larger (0.19 for the single-polarized and 0.64 for the dual-polarized designs). This difference is due to a wider angular pattern in case of the dual-polarized antenna as highlighted in Fig. 4a. It is important to note that the aperture efficiency, except for the factor of 2 due to the polarization, is similar for both configurations whereas the focusing efficiency and the spill-over efficiencies are significantly different. This is expected since the absorption of the common mode for the dual-polarized device enlarges the angular beam absorption which, in the end, leads to a worsened focusing efficiency. Including the air-bridges into the dual-polarized device suppresses the common mode, and as a result the angular responses obtained from the single-polarized device in Tx and dual-polarized device in Rx match quite nicely (see Fig. 4b). Hence, they also provide similar focusing efficiencies without changing the aperture efficiency. As a result, the dual-polarized detector with air-bridges presents double throughput values for any source angles compared to the single-polarized device. Basically, the dual polarized antenna leads to the incoherent summation of the power received by two orthogonal single mode linear polarized antennas.

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single polarized (Ts)</th>
<th>$\eta_{ap}$</th>
<th>$\eta_f$</th>
<th>$\eta_{so}$</th>
<th>$\Delta \Omega / \lambda^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.6^\circ$</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.5^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dual-polarized (Rx) (Without air-bridges)</th>
<th>$\Omega_s$</th>
<th>$\eta_{ap}$</th>
<th>$\eta_f$</th>
<th>$\eta_{so}$</th>
<th>$\Delta \Omega / \lambda^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.6^\circ$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.5^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dual-polarized (Rx) (With air-bridges)</th>
<th>$\Omega_s$</th>
<th>$\eta_{ap}$</th>
<th>$\eta_f$</th>
<th>$\eta_{so}$</th>
<th>$\Delta \Omega / \lambda^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.6^\circ$</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$17.5^\circ$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of the aperture efficiency is, for a single moded device, given by the product between the radiation and focusing (taper) efficiencies [18], except for the polarization factor 2. In the proposed single-mode device the value of the radiation efficiency is only 47%. This efficiency is composed of the terms described in TABLE III: the reflection efficiency due to the dielectric-air interface on the lens, $\eta_{ref}$, the antenna input impedance mismatch efficiency $\eta_{match}$, the efficiency associated to the power dissipation in the antenna ground plane (GP) $\eta_{gp}$ and the CPW radiation losses, $\eta_{CPW}$, estimated using the tool described in [19]. Note that power absorbed in the ground plane creates quasiparticles that will diffuse away from the narrow CPW, resulting in a negligible device response. More details are given in Section III. It is important to note that most of these terms are limited by the fabrication constraints and can be improved significantly by using an optimum matching layer, improved antenna impedance matching and CPW radiation losses by fabricating narrower CPW lines, and using a thick ground plane and a thin central CPW line to decrease the percentage of power dissipation in the ground plane [20].

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radiation efficiency ($\eta_{rad}$)</th>
<th>Current design</th>
<th>Improved design (Estimated)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{ref}$</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_z$</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{GP}$</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{CPW}$</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{rad}$</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. KID DESIGN AND FABRICATION

The KID design and fabrication follow the same principles for both the single polarized and dual polarized antennas. The fabrication is described in great detail in [12] for the single polarized version, here we give a summary of the most important steps and parameters.

We fabricate the device on a high resistivity FZ <100> intrinsic Si wafer ($\rho > 5\Omega cm$) coated on both sides with a 1 $\mu$m thick SiN layer, which is deposited using low pressure chemical vapor deposition, LPCVD. This SiN layer has a built-in tensile stress of a few hundred MPa, which ensures a stretched, flat SiN membrane. Several lithographic steps allow
us to create the required stratification with a bare Si substrate for most of the resonator and a free-standing membrane for the antenna feed and narrow CPW lines coupled to the antenna. The KID is designed as a coplanar waveguide (CPW) resonator, open ended near the feedline and shorted at its far end where the antenna is located. The MKID itself is a λ_{eff}/4 resonator, where λ_{eff} is the effective wavelength of the readout signal. The length of the KID is about 8 mm which corresponds to a resonant frequency of about 3.5 GHz. The resonator has a quality factor that is controlled by the coupler design. Optical micrographs of both the fabricated single-polarized and the dual-polarized leaky slot antenna coupled KIDs are shown in Fig.1a and b, respectively. Most of the device consists of a CPW line (linewidth = 8 μm, gapwidth = 12 μm), etched into a 350 nm thick NbTiN film. The NbTiN is deposited using reactive magnetron sputtering on bare Si. The large width and Si substrate reduces device intrinsic noise [21], [22]. The antenna and narrow CPW lines responsible for THz absorption are fabricated from a 75 nm thick aluminum film, sputter deposited on the SiN membrane. The aluminum has a sheet resistance in its normal state of 0.18 Ω and the CPW lines are 1.25 mm long from the antenna feed (i.e. 2.5 mm in total). Radiation absorbed in the aluminum CPW lines near the antenna (both in the central line and the ground plane) will create so-called quasi-particle excitations by breaking Cooper pairs from the superconducting ground state. The result is a change in complex surface impedance of the aluminum, which change in resonant frequency and Q factor of the resonator. This is read out by measuring the forward transmission of the readout line S21, at the resonant frequency. It is important to realize that quasiparticles are mobile and can diffuse through the aluminum. As a result, quasiparticles created in the CPW ground plane diffuse away from the CPW, and thereby away from the microwave currents associated with the readout. Hence, they do not cause a response of the detector. The diffusion of quasiparticles along the CPW lines is controlled by the NbTiN, which has a (much) higher critical temperature (15 K) than the aluminum (1.25K). As a result, the NbTiN creates a ‘mirror’ for quasiparticles, trapping them in the aluminum. Note that we cannot use NbTiN for the antenna and MKID ground plane of the narrow CPW lines as was done in [4], [5] for devices operating at 850 GHz. The gap frequency of NbTiN is ~1.1 THz, for signals exceeding this frequency NbTiN acts as an efficient absorber. As a result a large fraction (~30%) of the THz power will be absorbed in the NbTiN where it does not contribute to the MKID response.

For the single polarization device, the only modification from a simple λ_{eff}/4 CPW resonator is the addition of the leaky slot in the center of the narrow, aluminum CPW section of the MKID. This adds a little inductance at the readout frequency, reducing the MKID resonant frequency, which is compensated for in the design. For the dual polarized device, the KID CPW line is split up into 2 lines, each in total also 2.5 mm long, to absorb the radiation coming from both polarizations of the antenna. Close to the shortened end of the resonator both lines are combined again. An electromagnetic simulation of the resonator at its readout, resonant frequency, performed with Sonnet, is shown in Fig.5. The 3-way splitters in the resonator are not equipped with vias or air-bridges, which results in a ‘floating’ ground. The result is a non-symmetric microwave current profile around the separated lines, reducing the responsivity of the MKID. It is important to realize that for the THz radiation reception the narrow CPW’s are so long that no THz power remains upon reaching the 3-way splitters, making them irrelevant to the THz radiation. Furthermore, we do not suffer from reflections since the entire structure is a λ_{eff}/4 resonator, any reflections will cause resonances only at (much) higher frequencies.

The leaky wave antenna has a 6 μm vacuum gap between the antenna feed and the dielectric lens. To realize this, we mount the chip in a sample holder and place a spacer wafer on top of the device, which has the function to create the required gap to the antenna feed. On top of the spacer wafer we place the lens, electromagnetically the spacer wafer and antenna form a single unit. Alignment of the assembly is guaranteed using alignment pins, the assembly is kept in place using springs. All details about the fabrication and assembly of this device are explained in [12].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We describe in this section the measurement results of the dual-polarized leaky device in terms of angular response and the normalized throughput to a distributed incoherent black body source at 1.55 THz. The results are then compared to the numerical results reported in Section II.

We first start with the evaluation of the angular response of the device, which requires direct access from the chips to the 300 K lab environment, which is done using the same setup as described in [4]. The sample is mounted on the cold stage of a He^3 sorption cooler, reaching 300 mK. The optical access consists of a 300K HDPE window, Gore-Tex infrared blockers.

---

Footnote 3: NbTiN has an exceedingly short quasiparticle lifetime due to its high critical temperature. Hence, the quasiparticle density, and with that the change in surface impedance, is negligible under constant power absorption.
and metal mesh low pass filters at 77K and 4K. The apertures on the 77K and 4K stages limit the total angular throughput of the radiation to an opening angle of ±27.5 degree. We illuminate the chip with a ~1000°C black body radiator with a small aperture, mounted on a XY scanner that allows us to measure the MKID response as a function of the source position. Further information of the measurement setup can be found in [4].

Figure 6(a) shows, by the dashed lines, the measured angular response of the dual polarized device in comparison to the simulated ones obtained in reception in Sec.II. We observe an excellent agreement between the simulated and the measured device angular responses (dots). Figure 6b shows the measured 2D angular response of the dual-polarized leaky design.

![Graph showing normalized throughput comparison](image)

**Fig. 6** (a) Comparison of the simulated and measured device angular responses obtained by the dual-polarized device, (b) the measured angular response shown on a 2D plane.

We next evaluate the normalized throughput of the dual-polarized device, $\frac{A_{\Omega}}{\lambda^2}$. To this end, the sample chip has been mounted inside a stray-light tight setup, thermally anchored to the cold stage of an ADR (Adiabatic Demagnetization Cooler), operating at 120 mK. A blackbody radiator, whose temperature can be varied from 3 K up to 40 K, is used as an absolute calibration source. Eight mesh IR filters are used to define a THz band-pass with a center frequency of 1.55 THz and a bandwidth of 0.1 THz between the radiator and the detector. The details of this setup can be found in [20].

![Graph showing normalized optical throughput](image)

**Fig. 7** Measured device responses as a function of the black body source power ($p_T^s$): (a) measured optical NEP ($NEP_{exp}$) at the output of the antenna. Since the NEP of the proposed devices is limited by the Poisson noise, a two times higher received power leads to a $\sqrt{2}$ higher NEP as in the case of the dual polarized device with respect to the single one in the same measurement setup ($\Omega_s = 3.6^\circ$). As a consequence, the SNR of the dual polarized device will be $\sqrt{2}$ higher than for the single polarized one. (b) The measured normalized optical throughputs ($A_{\Omega}/\lambda^2$) of the single and dual-polarized devices.

At a distance of $d = 35$ mm from the test chip we have placed an aperture stop of a diameter $D = 4.4$ mm for recreating a small angle illumination (opening angle of $\Omega_s = 3.6^\circ$) and in a separate experiment, a stop with a $D = 22$ mm for recreating a large angle illumination (opening angle of $\Omega_s = 17.5^\circ$).

The device optical throughput, over a small bandwidth $BW$, centered around a frequency $\nu_0$ can be derived from the experimental NEP, $NEP_{exp}$, similar to what is done in [4], as follows:
where $P_T^s(v)$ is the spectral power emitted from the black body into two orthogonal polarized single modes multiplied with the transmission of our quasi-optical filters:

$$P_T^s(v) \approx B_S(v)\lambda^2 H(v)$$  

(9)

Note that the second term in the denominator of (8), the wave noise, has very little effect for the current measurement conditions as difference from other experiments [23].

The experimental NEP is calculated from the measured device phase noise $S_0$:

$$NEP_{exp} (f) = \frac{\alpha_0}{\lambda_0} NEP_{exp,s} (f)$$  

(10)

where

$$NEP_{exp,s} (f) = \sqrt{S_0(f)} \left( \frac{\alpha_0}{\lambda_0} \right)^{-1} \sqrt{1 + \left(2\pi f \tau_{qp} \right)^2}.$$  

(11)

and $P_T^s = \int P_T^s(v)dv$

The $NEP_{exp}$ in (10) is evaluated at a single audio frequency high enough not to be limited by detector 1/f noise, and low enough not to be limited by the detector intrinsic time constant $\tau_{qp}$.

Figure 7a shows the measured optical $NEP_{exp,s}$ referred at the output of the antenna as a function of the source power (9) for the three devices as well as the calculated NEP assuming background limited for single mode dual polarized radiation detection, (9), referred as $NEP_{BLIP}$. The filter stack transmission properties, $H(v)$, are shown in the figure inset. Figure 7a shows that the obtained $NEP_{exp,s}$ are higher for the dual polarized devices. Indeed, for the same measurement setup ($\Omega = 3.6\text{deg}$), the dual polarized device presents a $NEP_{exp,s}$ that is $\sqrt{2}$ higher than the one of the single polarized device, since it receives twice higher signal and the NEP is dominated by the Poisson noise [4]. As a consequence, the SNR of the dual polarized device will be $\sqrt{2}$ higher than for the single polarized one.

Using (8), we can extract the value of the measured normalized optical throughputs for different source temperatures. The values of the measured optical throughputs per source powers and their average values are shown in Fig. 7b for the three devices.

TABLE IV reports the average of these measured optical throughputs for several aperture sizes and the two considered devices. The measured results have an estimated 15\% margin error due to the tolerances in the fabrication and measurement setup. The estimated values in Sec. II are also included in the table for comparison. Two important results can be emphasized from these results:

- Estimated normalized throughput values are in a very good agreement with the measured values.
- Measured normalized throughput from the dual polarized device is double than the one for the single-polarized device. This result experimentally proves a factor of two in the reception of two incoherent polarizations.

V. CONCLUSION

We have designed a dual polarized leaky wave antenna coupled MKID, operating at 1.55 THz, and compared it to its single polarized version. We have investigated, numerically and experimentally, the detector performance in terms of beam shape and optical throughput to an incoherent distributed source. Given the detection process is distributed over the KID resonator lines, the antenna has been evaluate numerically using CST in reception, and we have given the framework to evaluate the angular response and optical throughput from these simulations. We find that the aperture efficiency is a factor 2 higher for the dual polarized device. However the absence of air bridges in the fabricated device reduces the focusing efficiency due to the presence of additional modes in the detector. These modes can be suppressed by air bridges leading to basically a device that has twice the throughput of the single polarized version with the same angular selectivity.

We have measured the angular beam response and optical throughput of the fabricated the dual-polarized device at 1.55 THz. We find an excellent agreement between the measured and simulated angular responses as well as the normalized optical throughput values.
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